Introduction
Electronic structure theorists are no longer content with variationally determining the energies of selected molecules at their equilibrium geometries.
1 The continuing progress in both theory and computation now allows much more complete ab initio studies to be undertaken for moderately large polyatomic systems. This interest parallels the situation encountered with semi.,.. 5 empirical methods, which reached this stage some years ago, inasmuch as semi-empirical calculations require less effort than their ab initio counterparts. First derivatives are particularly helpful in indicating in which direction to move on the potential energy surface when finding stationary points or following reaction 6 7 paths. ' Currently first derivatives also find extensiye application in calculating second derivatives via finite difference The most direct use of the second derivative matrix is in the calculation of (harmonic) vibrational frequencies. 10
Additionally, as a tool for the theoretical chemist 1 These first derivative programs have been found to be economical to use, since the first derivatives can usually be found in only two or three times the time needed for a single energy point. By comparison, for a system with N atoms, fini~e differences would require 3N+l or 6N+l energy points using one~ or two-point differences respectively.
~econd derivative techniques are just beginning to emerge as a practical alternative to finite differences of first derivatives. 4
The ultimate goal, of course, is the analytic determination of A closed-shell system can be described in terms of one Slater ~I determinant at the SCF level of theory. The Fock operator in 30 Roothaan 's RHF theory is given by ·"
where H is the one-electron operator, while J and K are the Coulomb and exchange operators. The electronic energy for this system may be expressed as
where hii and e:i are the one ... electron molecular integrals and orbital ene·rgies defined in· the equation
In Eq, (3), (iiljj) and (ij.lij) are· the standard Coulomb and exchange molecular integrals, and the abbreviation d.o. is meant to imply a summation over the doubly-occupied molecular orbitals.
The energy derivative of Eq. (2) with respect to a nuclear aartesian • coordinate "a" may be given by given by
where ci is the coefficient of the ~th.basis function in the ~ ith MO.
The two-electron contribution is explicitly given by
a In Eq. (7), each element of the first term, designated T., is l.
obtained from (8) Combining Eqs. (5) and (7) (15) where E(b) are the derivatives of ·molecular orbital ener-gies and i.
quantities with superscript "ab" have similar definitions as in the first derivative case, i.e., az hab L:
In Eq. (15), the quantity e::ri is defined in a manner analogous By the same token, it is worthwhile to mention that the contribution due to MO changes can be calculated in the MO basis.
Open--Shell Systems
A high-spin system, w,ith all electrons outside closed shells having parallel spins, mayalso be described in terms of one Slater determinant at the SCF level of theory. The Pock operator in Roothaan's open-shell RHF theory is there given by 28 (21) where H is the one-electron operator, JT and K.r are the total
Cou~omb and exchange operators, MT is the total exchange coupling operator, and K 0 is the exchange operator for open shells.
.~.
., 
In an analogous manner to the closed~shell case, the first 
The matrix W defined by Eq. (28) The idea is to form "derivative" two .... dimensional integrals which when combined as in Eq. (33) give the appropriate derivative integrals. These are not strictly the derivatives of the twodimensional integrals since for convenience certain terms arising from the derivatives of exponentials will be added to the true derivatives of the two-dimensional integrals. The undifferentiated integral is given by:
.X y z .
The quadrature of this integral leads to Eq, (33) (37) where the number of quadrature points needed may be one greater than in Eq. (33). For each two-dimensional integral, we need only derivatives with respect to three centers since the derivatives with respect to the fourth can be generated using translational invariance. Therefore to compute all derivatives for a block of integrals we need the original three sets of twodimensional integrals in (33) and no more than nine sets of modified derivatives. These are combined as in Eq. (37) There are several ways to evaluate the two-dnnensional (38) integrals needed; the approach outlined here is perhaps conceptually the simplest though not necessarily themost efficient algorithm.
The undifferentiated ones are found. using the recursion and transfer 34 equations of Dupuis, et al. Since the two-dimensional integrals are essentially polynomials the easiest way to obtain the derivatives is to differentiate the polynomials--or equivalently to differentiate the recursion and ·transfer equations. This leads to true derivatives, to wh-ich the extra terms in (35) and (38) can be added to yield the necessary modified derivatives. Again, this algorithm leads to the parallel evaluation of sets of 9 and 18 equations, which can be efficiently implemented on most types of coinput.ers.
In order to calculate the SCF second derivatives, there is no theoretical need to store the first-and second-derivative . ... . .
In light of the number of equations in the section above entitled "General Theory", it may be helpful.to set out in plain terms the steps required to obtain analytic second derivatives for open-shell RHF wavefunctions. They are:
(1) Evaluate integrals over atomic orbitals (AO's), i.e., contracted gaussian basis functions. Here the PKSB ethylene test case was repeated for a nearby (but not precisely the same) geometry on the Harris Corporation Series 800 minicomputer, estimated to be between 1.5 and 2.0 times the speed of the VAX in varying applications. A summary of the timing comparisons is given in Table I . Thus the two methods are seen to be roughly comparable. In the present work the ratio SCF plus first derivatives = SCF energy ·orily · while the further ratio 2.45 SCF plus first artd second derivatives SCF plus first derivatives (39) = 3,34 (40) Both ratios are seen to strongly endorse the us.e of analytical derivative methods in molecular electronic structure theory.
The above timings beg the question ''How long would it take to determine the force constants of ethylene via finite differences of analytic first derivatives?" Here of course a three-fold The theoretical prediction refers .to the harmonic frequency while . 41 the experimental frequency reflects the widely-discussed anhannonicity associated with the n'-+1T* double minimum potential. 
